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Abstract
Borisov G.V., Pirogov Yu.F., Rudakov K.R. Pair Production of Exotic Partic-
les at *p"p Colliding Beams: IHKP Preprint 86-172. - Serpukhov, 1986. - p. 24,
figs. 12, tables 3, refs. 13.

A maximally complete set of differential cross sections has been obtained
in Born approximation for pair production of exotic particles with various
spins J«0, 1/2, 1 and quantum ntmbera (colored and colorless) both in qq"-
and gg-collisions. For vector boson processes we systematically use the con-
nection of the unitarity of their interaction with gauge invariance, factori-
zation properties of nonabelian gauge amplitudes and the presence of kinema-
tic zeros. Besides, the problem of admissibility of massless limit for these
processes is being discussed. The yields of exotic particle pairs at "ft» col-
liding beams in TeV energy range have been calculated and limits for the ac-
cessible mass range have been found.

Борисов Г. В. Парное рождение экзотических частиц на встречных рр-пучках:' Препринт
ИФВЭ 86-172, - Серпухов, 1986. - 24 с, 12 рис., 3 табл., библиогр.: 18 назв.

В борновсхом приближении получен максимально полный набор дифференциальных
сечений процессов рождения пар экзотических частиц различных спинов J - 0, 1/2, 1
и квантовых чисел (бесцветных и цветных), как в qq- так и в gg-соударениях- Для
процессов с участием векторных бозонов последовательно используется связь унитар-
ности их взаимодействия с калибровочной инвариантностью, свойство факторизации
веабелевых калибровочных амплитуд и наличие кинематических кулей, а также обсуж-
дается вопрос о допустимости безмассового предела. Рассчитаны выходы пар экзоти-

{—)

ческих частиц на встречных рр-пучках в тэвной области энергий и найдены ограни-
чения на доступный диапазон масс.
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INTRODUCTION

At present the standard model of strong and electroweak
interactions is in a good agreement (within the limits of
experimental accuracy of (5-10)%) with the whole set of
experimental data for the energy range of elementary sub-
processes of vs-fc 200 GeV (see, e.i

However there is an urgent need to go beyond the stan-
dard model framework because of its incompleteness and in-
ner difficulties (more precisely of its electroweak part).
There are two main ways to extend the standard model i.e.,
supersymmetry and compositeness (possibly, in combination
with each other or with an extended gauge symmetry). It is
quite essential, that independently of the particular ver-
sion of the extension, the whole set of new physical pheno-
mena ("new physics") is predicted in the energy range of
VT-61 Tev/2/.

"Exotic" (i.e., going beyond the standard model) pheno-
mena may be either new interactions of already known par-
ticles or production processes of new particles. Explicit
production of new particles (in case of being energetically
possible) may give much more physical information, than
their indirect manifestation in new interactions of the
known particles. The question is what the expected yields
of new particles are at the accelerators of the near fu-
ture in the TeV energy range.

f First of all, both single and pair production of exotic
particles is possible. In the case there is no symmetry

I prohibition (of R--parity type in supersymmetry) or a dyna-
I mic suppression (in the form of the smallness of the tran-
f sition constants of standard quarks into excited ones etc.),
| single particle production will be the main channel of new
I heavy particle production. However single production is mo-
| del dependent to a great extent since it is related to new
% unknown interactions.
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On the other hand, pair̂  production, though being much
weaker in a general case, is related mainly to well known
strong and electroweak interactions only. Consequently,
the calculations in the case would require the assumptions
on quantum numbers and masses of exotic particles only.
Therefore pair production of these particles allows one
to estimate more reliably (though in a more conservative
fashion) the lower limit for their yields, and, as a re-
sult, to estimate more trustworthy possibility of manifes-
tation of new physics in the TeV energy range.

The principal goal of this paper is a systematic study
of the yields of exotic particle pairs in *p\> colliding
beams in TeV energy range. This problem has already been
partially treated in literature (as a review, see/3/)# go_
wever the cross sections for elementary particle subpro-
cesses, required for this purpose, are available only in
different particular cases, which does not allow a syste-
matic study of the problem. This is the reason why a maxi-
mally complete set of differential cross sections for pair
production of exotic particles of various spins J«0,1/2,3
and quantum numbers (color and colorless) both in qq"- as
well as in gg-collisions has been systematically calculated.

In the case of pair production of exotic vector bosons
no requirement is imposed a priori for them to be gauge
bosons of an extended gauge symmetry, and an arbitrary
case is considered. However imposing subsequently a requi-
rement for their interaction to be unitary at* high energies
we come to a condition for an anomalous gyromagnetic ratio
to be £ =1. Besides, there should be fulfilled by necessity
an additional relation among different Born diagrams. In
particular, right on the way we reproduce in a compact form
the results for differential cross sections of vector bo-
son pair production in the standard model. This is a reali-
zation of the general approach connected with the gauge
invariance requirement of vector boson interactions to be
derived from the Born unitarity condition at high ener-
gies/4/.

Then, for gg-collision subprocesses we systematically
use the factorization properties of nonabelian gauge amp-
litudes in Born approximation/5/. This allows one to pre-
sent differential cross sections as two factors: one, cor-
responding to abelian diagrams only, and the second one,
determined by the structure of a gauge symmetry group and
the subprocess kinematics. The presence of the latter fac-
tor results in kinematic zeros in differential cross sec-



tions (in the cases considered, in the kinematically for-
bidden region). The factorization relation being used,the
expressions for differential cross sections take a simpler
and physically more adequate form.

In Sec. 1 differential cross sections for exotic par-
ticle pair production in qif-collisions are given, and in
Sec. 2 those for gg-collisions. Sec. 3 is devoted to the
calculations of exotic particles pair yields versus their
masses in 'pp-collisions in the c.m.s. energy range of y/H=
=(3.8-40) TeV.

I. PAIR PRODUCTION OF EXOTIC PARTICLES

IN qq-COLLISIONS

Let us consider the subprocess (the particle 4-momenta

are given in the parenthesis)

). (1)

Introduce the usual invariant variables of the subprocess

s=(Pi +p
±
 )"% t=(p

±
 -p

f
 ) , u=(p. -p

f
 ) , (2)

1 2 1 1 1 2

so that s+t+u=M
2
+M^ (II-, M

9
 are the exotic X., X

9
 particle

masses, respectively). The diagrams of the subprocess in

the Born approximation are given in fig. 1.

S

:
Qi

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Pair production of exotic particle* q
3
q

2
-»XjX

2
: a) «-channel «change

by gauge boson V (V=У,Z,W,g); b), c) t- and u-channel exchanges (ex-

change particles are net specified).

I



1.1. «-Channel Production

The diagram of fig. la describe* the exchange in the
s-channel by a gauge vector boson V of the standard model
(V« у , Z, W, g). Under assumption on the validity of the
corresponding gauge invarlance at the energies considered»
the interaction of the V with the current Jt^l °* exotic
particles is obtained by extending the derivative in the
kinematic terms of the latter ones. Consequently, this mi-
nimal interaction is unambigously determined by the quan-
tum numbers of exotic particles.

In the case the exotic particle spin is J«l one may al-
so intoduce additionally the V interaction with anomalous
magnetic moment of the exotic vector bosons (gyromagnetic
ratio g*=l+«, « * ! ) . This additional interaction does not
violate local gauge in variance, however, at je#l it does
violate renorma Usability. Hence, at «#1 a composite na-
ture of the vector bosons and the presence of a certain
cut off mass scale Лаге implied.

The nature of t(u)-channel exchange particles(fig. lb,c)
is determined by the spin J of the exotic particle (for
time being we do not specify them). In a general case one
may expect the nondiagonal vertices of ordinary particles
transition into exotic ones to be small. Therefore we shall
confine ourselves for sometime with consideration of the
s-channel production only (fig*la). Direct calculation
brings us in this case to the following results on diffe-
rential cross-sections; spin J=0

spin J=l/2

i<lS, (4)

spin J«l

o |C|C£">||

- (M24il2)]

s
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In these formulae d<& =(l/16ffs)d(t-u) is the element of

invariant phase space; a is a typical cross section*^»**)

i
I

2
Here a

o
=g /An, g

o
 is gauge constant of the vector boson V;

D
f i

 a r e c o l o r
 dimensions of final and initial particles

(in the given case 0^=3); the indices L, R stand for chi-

ralities H
f ±
 of the final (if any) and initial fermions,

respectively; costants Сд
8
д (̂ н? )

 a r e
 determined by the

t f t b V d i b ltype of vector boson V and are given below.

1.1.1. Colorless Exotic Particles (Dj=l).

Two possibilities depending on the charge of the exchan

ged vector boson V are foreseen.

a) Neutral Vector Boson (V=y,Z).

In this case a
o
=g

2
/4»r=e /4wx

w
 (x

w
=sin

2
6fy, 6^ - being

the weak mixing angle). For gauge invariance of electro-

magnetic interactions and neutral current diagonality one

is to put M
n
=M

2
=M.

For spin J=l/2 we have

(s) 1 £
Q Q

where S z ^ ~ M |

tial fermions, 13„

isospin projection.
In a general case I

i a r e t h e c h a r S e s o f final and ini-

are chiral components of their weak

n,3Lf
*Ion , which leads to a chiral3Rf>

suppression of exotic fermion masses M^G_ . However,
— 1 /9

as we are mainly interested in heavy fermions with M'>GF ,
so to withdraw the chiral suppression of their masses it
is necessary to demand for their representation to be vec-tor-like:

H
S J

=1 In this case one is to put in

(4), (7) Cgj^ =CH
SJ for all chiralities Hf.

For the pair production of technicolor particles °
о
 should be multipli-

ed by their technicolor dimension. For charge self-conjugate particles an ac-
count of their identity, when integrating over phase volume, should be made.

"""The common multiplier 8, arising from the calculations of the matrix
element squared in the standard normalization, is included into fr

o
 every-

where later on .
4
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For spins J=O,1 the coefficients Cjf' in (3), (5) can

also be obtained from (7) by omitting the chirality index

H of the final state (I
3 H
 =13.). For J=l anomalous magne-

tic moment in (5) is assumed to be equal fox* interactions

both with photon and Z-bozon.

b) Charged Vector Bozon (V=W~).
In this case we still have a

o
=g

2
/4»r=e

2
/4ffX

w
 but, gene-

rally speaking, Н.
Л
Ш

О
.

For spin J=l/2 we have (± (or V) corresponds to W )
(s)

V
A A 2

where s
w
5S-M

w
+ilL,E

1
.; I

u
 is chiral value of weak isospin,

W И и W И*
 —

I
3 H
 is its projection for final fermion Xj (or X

2
).((8)

is seen to be symmetric with respect to the replacement
3H '

 F o r a p a i r
 analogous to »§ this gives:3H

When chiral suppression of exotic fermion mass is absent

one has 1ьм
т
Ць

ш1
1'

 I
3Lf

rsI
3R-"

!l
3f» so that for all chirali-

es ̂
 x z

The same expressions for the coefficients C^
B
^ are valid

for the case of spin J=O,1. (The field vacuui value in the

former case is supposed to be zero*).

1.3.2. Color Exotic Particles

In this case V=g, а
о

вс
!з>

section has the form

a n d d l f f e r e n
tial cross

(9)

where Cgj
 A
 are quadratic Casimir operators of the color

group for'the representations of the final and initial par-
tides (Table 1), <r

Q
 is given as before by (6) with D

±
=3,

and [A| is equal to:

**Note, that due to thia condition violation for the aubprocaaa o£-*Z-*n,
«here H ia the phyalcal acalar boaon of the atandard model, Cjf'iQ.



(10)

|A(qq)| =1-2 -jf +2=-, (11)
s

spin J=l

(12)
Here the variables, more convenient in the case of equal
masses, have been introduced

t
M
= t-M

2
« -s(l-vcos0)/2, и„= u-M

2
= -s(l+vcos^)/2

(<?is the scattering angle, v is the final particle vel
city in the subprocess c.m.s.) so that tj^jjj/s

2
!=(l-vco

2

It can easily be seen, that (9)-(12) may formally be
obtained from (3)-(5) in the limit of ll^U^M. through rep-
lacement

for all chiralities Н
А
, and if any, for H_, HI.

1.2. Unitarization of Pair Production Cross Section
for Exotic Vector Bosons

As is seen from (3), (4) or (9), (10), (11) for spins
J=0,1/2 total cross sections, connected with only s-chan-

v nel exchange, have good high-energy behaviour (p~l/&).
f Then the assumption of smaliness of t(u)-channel exchanges
; is not contradictory.
; At the same time for J=l from (5) or (9), (12) it is
| seen, that total cross-section a^Const at high energies,
I and thus partial wave unitarity is violated. Consequently,
| the formulae obtained in the саге have only restricted
| range of applicability and should change at high energies.
| To restore unitarity in the Born approximation one should
I; additionally take into account t(u)-channel exchanges by
I light fermions (fig. lb^c). In this, the vertices of t(u)-
| channel exchanges and anomalous gyromagnetic ratio s sho-
Ъ uld be chosen, proceeding from cancellation requirement

X 7



of rapidly growing terms in the s-channel amplitude. Name-
ly such a compensation takes place for pair .production of
gauge W-bosons: qq-»w+W. Here gauge invariance unambigu-
ously fixes anomalous gyromagnetic ratio £*1, as well as
the coupling QqW'.

Thus, the conditions imposed are equivalent, in essense,
to inclusion of exotic vector bosons («si) together with
gauge boson V into some extended gauge symmetry (its parti-
cular form is inessential for general consideration).

Differential cross section (5) takes the form

£ a | 2 |A (qq)|2d$, (13)
i

amplitudes Ag squared are given
Г ж «l. '

 i
where chiral amplitudes Аи squared are given below with
an account of

1.2.1, Colorless Vector Bosons (D
f
»l).

In this case, generally speaking, MjJMg
 a n d

(s)
 ( 1 4 )

Here С„ are given by (7), (8), when omitting the chira-
1
 ft*

lity indices H. of the final state. The coefficients СД ,
z
 i

should be chosen proceeding from the requirement of

H
i

maximally slow high energy growth. As is seen, the most
rapidly growing term in the last addend is absent when the
following condition is fulfilled

Цс»- ? £ Ц 8 )
- с£>-с£>. a»

8

This condition should be satisfied at least asymptotically
in s with an accuracy up to the terms (HMJHJ/S) . In this
it is guaranteed that | A-, j 2<: Const at I -»•• and mass less

limit both in M1 and M 2 apart is admissible. A
simultaneous limit both in Mj and M 2 does exist
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too, however it does not always coincide with the
physical value (see below). If s-channel exchange is ab-
sent, (15) means that t- and u-channel exchanges must be
equal.

In case condition (35) is fulfilled exactly and M
3
=ii

2
*41,

(14) takes the form

( )4
i t s

 H
i i

For completeness let us present the values of the coef-
ficients Сд for pair production of massive gauge bosons

i
in the standard model.

a) W*W~-pair. In this case VL^k^H^. and in addition to

s-channel there is either t- or u-channel exchange. The
coefficients Cg are equal: for a subprocess uQ-»W

>f
W~

g
z

) +
 2 F

z
- 2'

|-)Г0, (17)

r
C
L ~i'

all the rest of the coefficients

da-wv-
 A

C
( S )

C

( S )
 = - - (1 ^) ^ 2 -

CL, =0; for the subprocess

- - -

- 2'

( 3 8 )

s
z

•f
 Cb

 ~
2
'

I the other coefficients С
д
 =0. Condition (15) is fulfilled

asymptotically at s-»« (И„ ~

b) W ^ pair. In this case М
3
=*^, M

2
=M

Z
, and additionally

to s-channel exchange there are both t- and u-channel

9



exchangee. The coefficients rfl are equal: for the sub-
process u3 ->W+Z *

(19)

3 - fV,
the rest of coefficients Cg ^3; for the subprocess du-*W~Z

<U> - J •
all the coefficients
asymptotically (Mz~

previous case by (14).

c) ZZ-pair. Here 11-g
hange and the coefficients
and dd -» ZZ have the form

C S )

Condition (15) is fulfilled
| 2 is given in this and in the

z* T n e r e is n o s-channel exc-
for both subprocesses uu-»ZZ

H = 0'

where 1
3„

i U-Xy) *n±
Qjhave standard values for u- and d-quarks,

respectively. In this case (15) is fulfilled exactly and
IA |2 is given by (16).

One can get convinced, that in the indicated cases exp-
ressions (13), (14), (16) for differential cross sections
precisely coincide with the corresponding results from
papers^6»7/ (see, also/3'), however here they are given
in a more general form, which quite explicitly emphasizes
similarity and difference of the given processes. Besides,
one can get convinced, that under a proper choice of the
coefficients Cg (34) is valid in the limit M\.=0 for the

* as well, and

M\.=0

subprocesses qq t

gives a well known expression | 2|Ag | «Q^a + ?)
subprocess qq-»yy. A

(16) at M=0

for the

io



This agrees with a general statement on the validity
of the massless limit in an arbitrary number of abelian
gauge bosons.

Hence, our consideration reproduces the results for the
gauge case in accordance with the general approach of re-
constructing gauge invariance from the Born unitarity re-
quirement of vector boson interactions at high energies.

1.2.2. Color Vector Bosons (D.,»3).

In the case of pair production of color vector bosons

the reconstruction in a general form of the coefficients

д , Си from the unitarity requirement using the known
i
 (s)

coefficients С„ becomes impossible. One should consider
^i

a particular form of extended symmetry, which unifies glu-
ons and new vector bosons, and an explicit form of an ex-
tended representation containing quarks. Therefore we shall
restrict ourselves to some examples of extended symmetries
containing massive colour vector bosons.

a) Extended Color Symmetry

In addition to the massless gluon there is a massive
vector boson V°, coupled with the current (B-L)/2 with the

constant V3"/2g
s
. This boson may realize an additional ex-

change in s-channel. Besides there are color-triplet lepto-

quark bosons V§/
3
(Vg

2/3
) with the coupling (g

g
/ /DCfDVg.

Condition (15) is fulfilled only asymptotically. | A
H
 (qq)|

2

are given by (14) with the replacement for the subprocess

uu -»V
4
V
4
:

3 3
 A A

(t).2

for both chiralities H =L,R. (The same formulae are true

for the subprocesses da-»V
3
Vg). In this case we are to put

in (6) a
o
-

%
, D

i
=*

f
=3.

11



It should be noted that pair production of leptoquark
bosons is the main channel of their production in hadron-
hadron collisions (if no account is made of qf-luminosity
of colliding hadron beams, as well as of a competing sub-
process of associative production, qg-^Vgl*'.

b) Chiral Color Symmetry SU(3)_
(c)
xSU(3)<

c)
 » S U < 3 ) ^

In addition to massless vector gluons there are massive
axial bosons Ag.For the pair production of these bosons no
axial boson exchange takes place in s-channel owing to pa-
rity conservation. Therefore C^

s
* have a standard form

for massless gluon exchange and (15) is fulfilled exact-
ly**). | A

H
.(qq)l

 2
 are given by (16) with the following

replacement of coefficients

| c
(u(u),2_ 1

'
 8

(23)

and may be presented in the form

2 1 2 S
2
 M

4
 sll

2
 2

"
 c(2t

 ^ ' S h
tu s 2

 M v tu о ll

' f 2 < 1 ( 2 4 )
where H.=L,R; С sC,(3)=4/3. The first addend in this ex-

2
pression ("

c
oi) describes t- and u-channel exchanges and,

as is easily seen, there is no pole in s. The same addend
2 f+\ 2

with an account of the inverse replacement (l/8)C
O4
-»lc4 -1

2 21 п^

and (21) coincides with |A~ j for the sub process qq -»ZZ
(the formula (16)). i

In conclusion it should be noted, that in the case
there is a direct coupling of exotic vector bosons with

I *),The latter subprocess may be described under appropriate modifications
by (14).

**)
In the case, this symmetry is not a gauge one, but an effective sym-

metry of composite bosons, there also arise massive vector bosons. Because
of mixing with gluons, they become heavier as compared with the axial bo-
sons (a&aif/O- A

2
)»m?, A« 3 being a mixing parameter).

12



q"q-pairs (as it is true for the last example above), pair
production is significantly smaller than single-particle
resonance production, which is the very one determining
the accessible mass scale. Here pair production of vector
bosons becomes important not from the point of view of
their observation, but for the study of their interactions
and their nature (elementary or composite).

2. PAIR PRODUCTION OF EXOTIC PARTICLES IN gg-COLLISIONS

In the case of color final particles not only quark-
ant iquark, but gluon-gluon production mechanism is per-
mitted. Born diagrams for the subprocess gg -»xX are given
in fig. 2. The diagram of fig. 2d ("seagull") is present

(a) (b) <0

Fig. 2. gg -»XX process: a)s-channel exchange by g; b), c) t- and u-channel
exchanges; d) contact process (for spins J=0,1).

only in the case of J=O,1. Calculation procedure becomes

much simpler if use is made of factorization property of
\ nonabelian gauge amplitudes i.e., when reducing them to
.; the amplitudes corresponding to abelian diagrams (fig.lb,c)

with the coefficients depending both on the group struc-
f ture and the reaction kinematics/

5
/. It may be shown, that

| for Jsl amplitude factorization takes place only at *. =3
; (i.e., in the presence of some extended gauge symmetry con-
;
:
 taining exotic vector bosons alongside with gauge bosons V).

| Therefore, we put к =1 to simplify the results for Jsl
| (as well as for unitary requirement at high energies).

The calculations yield the following expressions for

differential cross sections

3
~ - 3-=~)|А(

88
)!^Ф, (25)

s

13
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о is given by (6) with D.>в, and abelian amlitude
о l

A(gg) squared is equal to;

spin J=0

ем
2
 Sk

2
 о

г •
 ( | = g

- )
2
, <гв>

spin J=l/2

*..2

spin J=l

S
2
 *2 fill

2 £if2

(28)

have earlier been determined).

In (25) there are explicitly seen the amplitude kinema-
tic zeros at 3tMuu/s

2=C2f»
 o r with the account of s+tjj+

A А Л А * _ 1

•mj."O, in a more explicit form at *1|/иц
+и
||/*1| "^^о*"

2
*

(In virtue of C
2
f>4/3 these zeros for the given process

lie outside the accesible kinematic region). From (25)-(27)
it follows that for J*O,l/2 total cross sections are
a ~ l/s at high energies (with an accuracy up to term
ln(s/ll

2
) for J=l/2).

At the same time for J=l from (25), (28) it follows
that gluon-gluon production cross section for pair of exo-
tic vector bosons with «=1 (for scattering at fixed angles)
has the nice high energy behaviour о ~1/s. Integration
over all angles brings us to the dependence v ~ 1/li

2
 rela-

ted to the production of transverse massive bosons at small
angles through t- and u-channel exchanges without helicity
flip (collinear divergence). The good high energy behaviour
points in its essence, as was said above, to the presence
of some extended gauge symmetry containing color symmetry
(its particular form is inessential here). One can easily
get convinced that for J=l/2, 1 and D

f
=3 our results coin-

cide with those that can be derived free/
10
»

11
/, still

they are presented in a simpler and physically more ade-
quate form, which explicitly takes into account the kine-
matic zeros. Besides, note that for J«l the massless limit
If -»0 is not valid in (28) because two nonabelian gauge bo-

|i sons are produced. (For instance, the limiting value for
the amplitude of the process gg-»A

g
Ag does not coincide

with that for the amplitude of the process gg .»gg).
14



Let us finally note, that (25)-(28) with the substitu-

tion (l/8)C
2f
(C

2f
-3t

M
Ujj/s

2
)-»Q^ and an account of D.^1,

g
o
=e yield differential cross sections for pair producti-

on of charged particles in у ̂-collisions^ So^ for Jel/2

and Ifc=O from (27) we have |A(yy) |
2
»Q*(t/u+u/t), which co-

incides with the above mentioned result for an inverse

subprocess q<|-»yy . As for the results on process yy-*N*VT

it coincides with that from/
12
/.

3. PAIR PRODUCTION OF EXOTIC PARTICLES IN $p-COLLISIONS

As has already been noted, pair production of exotic
particles, being maximally model independent, provides the
lower limit for new particle yields at high energies.Thus
pair production gives maximally reliable (though very con-
servative) estimate of possibility to investigate new phy-
sics at future colliders in the TeV energy range.

In the present paper the yields of exotic particle pairs
in 'pV-со11iding beams are calculated for the TeV energy
range. The main aim of these calculations is a comparative
study of the capabilities of various pp and pp-colliders.
So, the comparison is made between UNK operating in pp-
and pp mode at the total c.m.s. energy of \fs="6 TeV and ma-
ximum achievable level of the near future (SSC pp-collider
with \/s=40 TeV) on the one hand, as well as the modern le-
vel (FNAL pp-collider with ̂ 8=1.8 TeV) on the other hand.
For completeness we also present here the results for UNK
operating in pp-со11iding beams mode with the energy of
(0,4x3) TeV ( >/s=2.2 TeV), which practically coincide with
the yields at FNAL.

For our calculations we use a set of parton functions
from/

3
/ ("soft gluon" set 1, corresponding to Л =0.2 GeV).

However the 'yields do not critically (with an accuracy of
~2**) depend on the choice of the parton set ("hard glu-
on" set 2 from/

3/
 with Л=0.29 GeV or the set from

/13
'

with Л =0.2 GeV). For the scale Q we always use Q
2
=*l

2
.

As a characteristic set of possible manifestations of
new physics we shall consider pair production of the fol-
lowing exotic particles.

3.1. Colorless Exotic Particles

]) ЕЁ-pair. E is a heavy charged lepton of an extended

gauge model (e.g., Eg) or an excited lepton e* (I
L R
=
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2) NjjNjj-pair. N
E
 is a heavy neutral lepton, correspon-

ding to E, or an excited neutrino v* (I
L
 ц=1

3
т „«1/2,Q"0).

3) EN
E
-pair. E, N £ - are the same. Cases are considered:

a) %--4tE; b) % « M E ( M ^ O ) .

4) H^'-pair. H is an additional scalar boson (e.g.,
an additional boson of the two-scalar standard model) or
an excited scalar boson (1=Ц=2/2)

5) W**W*'-pair. W* is an excited vector W-boson (1=
=13-1), so that a direct coupling of W* with fermions (lea-
ding to t- and u-channel diagrams) is assumed to be small
(nonunitary case).

6) W**W**-pair. W* is the same (I=I
3
=1).

3.2. Color Exotic Particles
1) QjjQpCÎ jLp)--pairs. QQ(L^) are heavy elementary quarks

(color leptons) of color dimension D=3,6,15 (8,10) or ex-

cited quarks q* (leptons 1*).

2) HjjHjj-pairs. Нр (D=3 , 15) are color scalar bo-

sons of an extended gauge symmetry or color pseudogoldstone

bosons of a technicolor scheme (or color excited scalar

bosons).
3) V

3
V

3
-pair. V3 is a leptoquark boson of the extended

color symmetry SU(4)=>SU(3)xU(l)^
B
"

L)
 or of an extended

technicolor symmetry (or of some composite scheme).

4) AgAg-pair. Ag is the axial gluon of the chiral color

symmetry [SU(3)]
2
 (or of a composite scheme).

Note, that the majority of the quoted processes may al-

so be related, under appropriate modifications, to pair

production of supersymmetric particles. For instance, the

process gg -»LgLg for «7=1/2 describes approximately gluino

pair gg production, with an additional account of the fac-

tor 1/2 due to Majorana nature of g and when omicting the

diagrams of fig. lb,c with an exchange of scalar quark q"

(under assumption mg«m«). Similarly for J=0 the process

gg-»H
3
H

3
 describes pair production of scalar quarks qq at

t-channel g*-exchange (diagram of fig. lb) being neglected

(at т~'» т~).

The results obtained are presented in figs. 3-12. It
is of interest to note, that in pp-beams pair yields of
particles with spin J=O score to those of particles with
Jsl/2 of the same color dimension as 1:4. This is deter-
mined by the corresponding ratio of the yields in domina-
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ting gluon subprocess. The ratio of the yields in qq-sub-
processes is considerably smaller than the asymptotic va-
lue of 1/4, which causes the decrease of this ratio in
pp-beams.

As a characteristic exposure time we shall take t=
s io

5
 sec « 1 day to estimate the mass range of exotic par-

ticles, accesible for observation. This gives the integra-
ted luminosity of /Ldtslpb"

1
, for the standard luminosity

L=10
31
 CBT^sec'l. Thus the counting rate of 1 event/day

(no account of branchings and experimental cutoffs) corres-
ponds to the cross section level of 0=1 pb (the "observa-
bility" level), i.e. figs. 3-12 give the number of events
per day (the luminosity being standard). Thereof we can
obtain the accessible mass ranges in different processes
for a typical luminosity of L—sJO^ cm~2sec~l; Lpp=
=10

3 0
 cm'

2
 sec"* (Tables 2,3).

From the calculations it follows that the UNK colliding
beams will for certain allow one to study new physics in
the mass range of moderately heavy colorless particles U*
=(0.1-0.2) TeV/c

2
 and of heavy color particles M«(0.2-

-0.8) TeV/c. Consequently, the main step forward at p^-col-
liders of TeV energy as compared with e

+
e~-collider 1ДР II

( ̂ =200 GeV) is expected to be made in the sector of the
color exotic particles. However to know real capabilities
of the reV-accelerators as far as search for exotic partic-
les is concerned,we are to consider particular decay modes
of these particles with account of experimental conditions,
as well as calculations of background processes.

In conclusion, we would like to remark that some for-
mulae obtained in the paper were checked with the analyti-
cal computation programme HEGAS, developed at IHEP. We wo-
uld also like to express our gratitude to G.V.Jikia for
fruitful discussions.
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Table 1. The values for Casim.tr operator C
2
(R) and the

operator T(R) for different representations R

of D(R) dimension of SU(3)-group.

R

D(R)

TfcH:
2
(R)D(R)/8

(1,0)

3

4/3

1/2

(2,0)

6

10/3

5/2

(1,3)

8

3

3

(3,0)

10

6

15/2

(2,1)

15

16/3

10

Table 2. The maximum value for the mass (in GeV/c^) of

colorless exotic particles for their possible

pair production in pp*' colliding beams at integ-

rated luminosity Ьр
р
=10 pb"

1
 and L _=0.1 pb~*.

(TeV)

1,8

2,2

6

40

Beams

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

ЕЁ

20

90

60

160

370

VE

50

100

60

170

380

ENg,
M
E=MN

40

90

50

160

340

EN
E
'

ME»%

60

160

90

240

540

30

60

40

80

180

w
*+

w
*-

140

220

230

430

1300

W**W*°

150

240

250

480

1400

i J

I
P
3

Table 3. The same as in Table 2, for color exotic partic-

les. The yields for color pairs of D=6 dimension

approximately coincide with the yields of D=6

pairs (with no account of self-conjugateness of

the latter ones), and the yields of 0=10 pairs -

with those for D=15.

(TeV)

1,8

2,2

40

Beams

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

«3*3

140

250

280

520

3900

200

320

430

690

2800

L
10

L
10

230

360

530

820

3400

H
3

S
3

100

200

210

410

1400

Н
6

Й
6

150

280

320

590

2200

H
10

5
10

190

350

420

710

2900

V VV
3

V
3

170

290

360

630

2600

Ve
230

350

510

810

3500
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3
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2
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